#50YearsOfSustainability Contest - Terms and Conditions

ELIGIBILITY:
1. The #50YearsOfSustainability contest (henceforth referred to as the Contest) is
organised by the Ministry of Sustainability and the Environment (henceforth referred to
as MSE).
2. The Contest is open to all, including employees from MSE Family (eg MSE, NEA,
PUB, and SFA), Singapore Citizens, Permanent Residents and foreigners residing in
Singapore.
3. MSE’s contractors, vendors and advertising agencies are not eligible to participate in
the Contest.
4. By entering the Contest, you are deemed to have agreed to and accepted these
Terms and Conditions.

ABOUT THE CONTEST:
5. The Contest runs from 28 July to 28 August 2022. Entries will be accepted until 28
August 2022, 11.59pm (Singapore time). Submissions made after the deadline will not
be considered.
6. Each entrant is allowed to submit multiple stories, but will be only eligible for one
prize.

7. Facebook Contest: Participants may take part by sharing their stories/experiences of
Singapore’s environmental progress over the years in the comments section of the
contest post, hashtagging #50YearsOfSustainability and tagging 2 friends. Twelve (12)
participants who provide the most detailed and interesting stories will be selected as
winners, and will receive a limited edition MSE50 stamp set and Good Morning meme
shirt each.
8. Instagram Contest: Participants may take part by sharing their stories/experiences of
Singapore’s environmental progress over the years in the comments section of the
contest post, hashtagging #50YearsOfSustainability and tagging 2 friends. Twelve (12)
participants who provide the most detailed and interesting stories will be selected as
winners, and will receive a limited edition MSE50 stamp set and Good Morning meme
shirt each.
9. Participants who submit photographs in their entries should ensure that the
photographs do not violate the rights of a third party or any copyright.
10. Any entries deemed offensive will be immediately disqualified.

WINNERS:
11. The winners shall be decided at the sole discretion of MSE.
12. MSE will notify all winners of the Contest via private message on either Facebook or
Instagram.

13. MSE reserves the sole and absolute discretion to post the winners’ names and their
stories/photo submissions on MSE’s social media pages.
14. Instructions on prize delivery will be provided via private message on either
Facebook or Instagram (the “Notification”). Winners are required to furnish their mailing
address or any other required details for the prize delivery in the Notification within 5
working days, failing which MSE reserves the right to forfeit the prize. The prize delivery
timing and date shall be decided by MSE.
15. All prizes are non-transferable, non-refundable and non-exchangeable for cash or in
kind. MSE also reserves the right to substitute prizes where appropriate.
16. MSE shall not be liable for any loss, damage, injury or disappointment (including
without limitation, indirect or consequential loss) suffered by any participant entering the
Facebook/ Instagram Contest or as a result of or arising from despatching, claiming or
accepting any prize, except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
17. The results of the Contest shall be final and binding and no appeal will be
entertained.

OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
18. Submission of entries implies automatic acceptance of rules and regulation of the
Contest. In the event of a dispute, the decision of MSE is final.

19. If for any reason, all or part of the Contest is not capable of being executed as
planned, or infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorised intervention,
fraud, action of entrants, technical failures or any other causes beyond the control of
MSE, corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity, or proper conduct
of this Contest, MSE reserves the right in their sole discretion to disqualify any entry or
entrant and to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Contest (in whole or in part)
and/or award the prize(s) from among all eligible entries received as of the date of the
termination, as MSE determines in sole discretion.
20. Entries not complying with all rules are subject to disqualification.
21. Singapore law governs the Contest.
22. In the event of a dispute, the potential winner may be required to provide proof that
he/she is the authorised account holder of the identified Facebook or Instagram page.
23. This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated
with Instagram or Facebook. You are providing your information to MSE and not to
Instagram or Facebook.
24. MSE owns the final rights to amend these Terms and Conditions.

